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EFFECTS OF CERTAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF ROCKS ON
THEIR EROSION.
BY J. E. TODD.

A study of the streams of the western slope of the Missouri
valley in South Dakota and northern Nebraska presents some striking contrasts. These are the more notable because the histories of
the streams since the Tertiary have been much the same. At the
opening of the Pleistocene, their courses were uniformly eastward
from the mountains on the west to the master stream in the James
River Valley. The Glacial Period resulted in the shifting of the
latter westward to the present line of the Missouri above Yankton
and it rapidly cut down to a grade of about one foot per mile. This
quickened or rejuvenated all the streams considered.
We have the more reliable data of the two which are most sharply
contrasted, viz., the Niobrara and the Cheyenne. These extend
farthest west but the Grand, Moreau and White resemble more the
Cheyenne than the Niobrara, in their original features.
The Niobrara has a quite uniform slope and simple structure, the
Cheyenne has a gentle slope in its lower and middle course, and
though its upper course is steeper it does not equal the slope which
the former averages for its whole course. Moreover it has stolen
the upper courses of its neighbors till it has monopolized the whole
drainage of the Black Hills.
The slopes of the streams estimated from a few reliable data are
shown in the following table:
Miles.

Stream.

Slope.
Feet Per Mile. Average.

Niobrara:
Lusk to Marsland. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65
Marsland to Valentine ..............· .... 140
Valentine to Niobrara .................. 130
Cheyenne:
N. Branch-Moorcroft to Stonesville Flats 70
N. Branch-Stoneville Flats to Fork ..... 120
S. Branch-Edgemont to Fork .......... 125
Main Stream-Fork to mouth ........... 85

11.6
11.8
10.0

11.2

11.4
10.8
10.4
7.7

9.9

Reasons for a difference of slope of 1.3 feet per mile or nearly 2
feet if we restrict our view of the latter to its course from angle of
(267)
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the Black Hills to the mouth, may be partly due to the greater volume of water in the Cheyenne, though that remains to be shown,
and if shown it may still be referred as we shall see to the difference of rock in the two basins. Yet aside from this the character
of the rock is argued to be the main cause for the apparent anomaly. The valley of the first stream is mostly in sand, of the second
almost exclusively in clay, both little consolidated, or soft.
Two physical characteristics of these kinds of rocks seem to
conspire to produce the results mentioned:
1. Degree of porosity. Sand is very porous; clay is very impE!rvious, taking little water except near the surface. The former
absorbs promptly a large proportion of the rainfall so that little
runs off unless the rainfall is very copious. This tends to reduce
the maximum of floods, the wash upon the surface and the vigor
of the stream and moreover favors vegetation, which also tends to
check erosion.
On the other hand clay absorbs little water; the rainfall nearly
all runs off, producing sudden and severe floods, causing not only
vigorous corrasion of water-courses but also frequent washing of
the general surface.
2. Coarseness of grain or size of particles. Sand may be quite
coarse and a fair proportion of gravel is found in the Miocene (Arikaree and Ogalalla), which constitutes most of the basin of the
Niobrara. Even when the channel is cut from the underlying
Pierre, as below Valentine, its course is largely lined with rearranged sands.
This feature affects the erosion in different ways. The coarseness of grain may aid the simpler or earlier stages of erosion, but
seriously hinders indirectly, because it necessitates slower transportation; a fact which is now generally recognized. In time of
flood, the coarser the material the greater the velocity before the
material is moved, then it rapidly joins the stream and overloads
it but is as rapidly dropped at the first checking of velocity, hence
the tendency for streams dealing with such material to exhibit
steeper slope, wider and shallower channels, such as is well illustrated in the Platte river of Nebraska. Therefore we find the Niobrara belonging to this class.
On the other hand, the Cheyenne works mainly in the clay shales
of the Benton and Pierre formations and illustrates the results of
erosion in clayey rocks. These are of very finely comminuted
material which is easily mixed with water having the slightest
motion, but when once mingled it separates very slowly,and is therehttps://scholarworks.uni.edu/pias/vol14/iss1/23
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fore carried far before it is redeposited. Hence it may be carried
out of the region in a single season. Witness the muddiness of
the Missouri and White rivers. Hence also the periphery of the
stream is kept clear for corrasion by the small amount of coarse
material which may be present and for the free wash of the stream.
Over the whole surface, likewise, the plash of the rain and the
wash of the rill easily produces perceptible erosion. Therefore
the whole of a basin underlaid with clay is denuded rapidly. This
is well illustrated by the Cheyenne which has a deeper valley and
has captured the head waters of its neighbors so that it monopolizes the drainage of the Black Hills.
The two characteristics already considered are much the more
prominent in effect, but another may be noticed which also sometimes has considerable effect. We may call it:
3. Expansibility by moisture. Sands and loams and consolidated rocks show but little if any expansion when moistened, but
clays and earths often exhibit it in a high degree. This is seen in
the slaking of lime, the similar heaving and cracking of the superficial layers of dry masses of clay and the converse is shown in
mud-cracks.
The influence of this on erosion is obvious. A slight rain may
open up the surface of a compact clay so that the winds or the
next hard rain, or a more vigorous stage of the same shower, easily
carries away the loosened particles. It tends to a kind of spheroidal weathering, resembling that produced by heat and frost in
more consolidated rocks. This property is particularly efficient
in producing "bad lands." It of course is most efficient where there
are frequent and extreme changes from moisture to drouth, as
where showers visit regions which are habitually dry. Absence
of vegetation is both a result and an adjunct of this characteristic.
In leaving this suggestive study, a word should be said of White
and Bad rivers which lie between the two specifically considered.
The latter works almost entirely on Pierre clay like the Cheyenne,
but lacks efficiency because of deficiency of water, but it shows
great erosion and is subject to severe floods.
White River works very largely in Oligocene beds which are
mostly clays and marly 'clays which are impervious and expand
greatly with moisture. A limited amount of coarse material has
on the whole rather helped erosion or compensated for rather
greater hardness of rocks than is found in the Pierre. The valley
has been greatly and deeply excavated. The presence of the Miocene sands and loams above the clays has complicated the results.
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The underground waters in the sands, derived partly perhaps from
the basin of the Niobrara, are brought to the surface by the underlying clays in springs which have assisted in the extending the
basin toward the south. Hence the capture by the White of some
important tributaries of the Niobrara. Possibly we may also see· in
this how the Cheyenne extended its tributaries southward at the
expense of Bad and White rivers, for no doubt the sandy Miocene
formerly extended more or less over that region with less thickness.
Less has been said here of these latter streams because data are
lacking concerning their slopes and other features.
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